REGULATION BRAMANTE AND CRUISE PARKING
FACILITIES
1.

This Regulation establishes the management of car parks, controlled but not guarded, “Bramante Carpark" as
well as “Cruise Carpark" (hereinafter referred to as "Carpark") in concession to Port Mobility S.p.A. (hereinafter
the "Manager") by the Port Authority of Civitavecchia. The introduction of the vehicle in the parking lot implies
acceptance of the present Regulation and of everything indicated in the signs of the carpark.

2.

The Carpark opens every day from 6 am to 9 pm.

3.

Parking fees, applied according to parking time, are as follows:

VEHICLE

PARKING TIME

FEES (VAT included)

CAR / MINI BUS

1 HOUR

€ 1,00

CAR

Day – 24 h

€ 13,60

CAR

Week – 7 days

€ 75,60

4.

The introduction of the vehicle in the parking lot is allowed after being handled a specific coupon by the
individual in charge, at the entry bar. Exit is permitted by showing the coupon to the individual in charge at the
exit and paying the due amount according to the actual parking time. The coupon is a valid document for the
withdrawal of the car parked by whoever shows the coupon, with the consequent exemption from liability for
the Manager.

5.

Users are required to comply with the horizontal and vertical signs and to park the vehicle in the appropriate
spaces delimited by the strips. The user is obliged to park the vehicle with the hand brake on, with the doors and
trunk (locked) and then to exit immediately from the parking lot.

6.

The Manager is allowed to remove the vehicles irregularly parked by charging the corresponding charges to the
user. The Manager is also allowed to remove abandoned vehicles and proceed with enforcement to the recovery
of charges incurred for parking and expenditure. The Carrier reserves the right to remove vehicles parked in
areas subject to urgent works, without incurring costs or penalties.

7.

In the event of loss of the coupon necessary for the withdrawal of the vehicle from the parking lot, in order to
withdraw the car, the amount of flat-rate equal to two days of parking calculated on the basis of the current tariff
will be charged. There is in any case the possibility for the operator to verify a superior period exceeding two
presumed days. In virtue of this determination, a higher fare shall be applied.

8.

The Manager declines all responsibility in case of damage or theft -attempted or consumed- at the vehicle or to
objects left inside the car. And excludes any liability for any damage caused by acts of vandalism, or deriving
from natural disasters (e.g. atmospheric phenomena) or for reasons of force majeure. In case of damages due to
impacts, collisions, accidents caused by users themselves inside the parking, the right to compensation for
damage will be exercised by the damaged in direct relation to the user that has caused it, remaining the Manager
excluded from any responsibility.

9.

Any complaints and/or requests for compensation must be, under penalty of forfeiture, complained to the
manager before leaving from the car park with the vehicle. It must also be submitted urgently legal complaint to
the competent authority.

The parking may remain closed for business needs after formal notice to
possible users.
For emergencies please contact the following telephone numbers:
0766/366575 - 366/6691780

REGULATION NORD PARKING FACILITY
1.

This Regulation establishes the management of “Nord Carpark”, manned but not guarded, (hereinafter referred
to as "Carpark") in concession to Port Mobility S.p.A. (hereinafter the "Manager") by the Port Authority of
Civitavecchia. The introduction of the vehicle in the parking lot implies acceptance of the present Regulation
and of everything indicated in the signs of the carpark.

1. The Carpark opens every day, 24 hours a day. From 11 pm to 6 am the access to the parking
lot is assisted by a member of our staff and to exit, the driver is required by our staff to
previously show identification.
2. Parking fees, applied according to parking time, are as follows:
VEHICLE

PARKING TIME

FEE (VAT included)

CAR/BUS

1 hour

€ 1,00

CAR

Day – 24 h

€ 13,60

CAR

Week – 7 days

€ 75,60

BUS

Day – 24 h

€ 16,10

TRUCK/SEMITRAILER

Day – 24 h

€ 5,00

TRUCK/SEMITRAILER

From 2nd to 9th day

€ 9,10

TRUCK/SEMITRAILER

From 9th day onwards

€ 12,10

4. The responsible for the carrier detects with suitable computer support the number plate of the
vehicle at the time of entry in the parking lot. At the time of the exit, the officers shall proceed
to the calculation of the amount due for the parking time and the possible rate for exceeding
time.
5. All vehicles will pay for the parking time when exiting the facility, unless agreements have
been reached for payment by periodic billing on the basis of the detection of the vehicle
number plate at the entry and at the exit.
6. Users are required to comply with the horizontal and vertical signs and to park the vehicle in
the appropriate spaces delimited by the strips. The user is obliged to park the vehicle with the

hand brake on, with the doors and trunk (locked) and then to exit immediately from the
parking lot.
7. The Manager is allowed to remove the vehicles irregularly parked by charging the
corresponding charges to the user. The Manager is also allowed to remove abandoned vehicles
and proceed with enforcement to the recovery of charges incurred for parking and
expenditure.
8. The Carrier reserves the right to remove vehicles parked in areas subject to urgent works,
without incurring costs or penalties.In the event of loss of the coupon necessary for the
withdrawal of the vehicle from the parking lot, in order to withdraw the car, the amount of
flat-rate equal to two days of parking calculated on the basis of the current tariff will be
charged. There is in any case the possibility for the operator to verify a superior period
exceeding two presumed days. In virtue of this determination, a higher fare shall be applied.
9. The Manager declines all responsibility in case of damage or theft -attempted or consumedat the vehicle or to objects left inside the car. And excludes any liability for any damage caused
by acts of vandalism, or deriving from natural disasters (e.g. atmospheric phenomena) or for
reasons of force majeure. In case of damages due to impacts, collisions, accidents caused by
users themselves inside the parking, the right to compensation for damage will be exercised
by the damaged in direct relation to the user that has caused it, remaining the Manager
excluded from any responsibility.
10. Any complaints and/or requests for compensation must be, under penalty of forfeiture,
complained to the manager before leaving from the car park with the vehicle. It must also be
submitted urgently legal complaint to the competent authority.

The parking may remain closed for business needs after formal notice to
possible users.
For emergencies please contact the following telephone numbers0:
0766/366575 - 366/6691780
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